Abstract
Introduction
Peer-to-Peer systems (P2Ps) have emerged as a big social and technical event over the past 15 years [1] . Two key reasons have promoted the rapid growth of such systems, namely the low cost and the large number of storage resources on the one hand, and the increased network connectivity on the other hand [9] . Therefore, the P2P network has been gaining in popularity over recent years.
Peer-to-peer networks generally implement some form of virtual overlay network on top of the physical network topology, where the nodes in the overlay form a subset of the nodes in the physical network [4] . Based on how the nodes are linked to each other within the overlay network, and how resources are indexed and located, we can classify networks as unstructured or structured. In an unstructured P2P network, such as Gnutella, no rule exists that defines where data is stored, whilst in a highly structured P2P network, such as Chord, the network architecture and the data placement are precisely specified. The neighbours of a node are well-defined and the data is stored in a well-defined location [2] . Peer-to-peer networks can also be classified into centralised and decentralised. In a centralised network, such as Napster, the system makes use of some form of central server that acts as a broker between peers. The unique server gathers information (only indexes) about the clients. In contrast, decentralised systems, such as Gnutella, use networks of interconnected servers, replacing the unique server of centralised architecture; all users (peers) can be both clients and servers [4] .
One of the challenges in P2P networks is searching the content of nodes (files). In pure P2P systems, individual computers communicate directly with one another and share information and resources without using dedicated servers. In essence, this is more like a self-organised network of independent entities.
In this paper, we conducted a detailed study of the search methods of a pure P2P system: Gnutella. Gnutella protocol is a decentralised, unstructured peer-to-peer system, consisting of nodes connected to one another over TCP/IP network topology and running software that implements the Gnutella protocol [2] . Gnutella primarily is used for filesharing and has been recognised as a popular filesharing protocol in P2P networks [2] .
The file-sharing system in the Gnutella network operates as follows: 1. A user (Node A) starts with a networked computer that runs one of the Gnutella clients. The user then connects to another Gnutella networked computer (Node B). Subsequently, Node A announces its existence to Node B. 2. Node B then announces to all its neighbouring nodes that Node A is existent. 3. Once the rest of the nodes are aware of the existence of Node A, the user at Node A is then positioned to query the data shared across the network. [6] We benefited from Gnutella's large existing user base and open architecture. We compared three search methods of the P2P system Gnutella, namely Flood, Random Walk and Random Walk with Neighbours Table. The measurements and the analysis of the three methods of Gnutella are carried out when the number of nodes is variable. They are driven by two primary questions: 1. Which of the three methods has the least average hops and/or number of failures, and which has the highest? 2. What is the impact of expanding the network on the success of the query?
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the background and the Literature Review, whilst Section 3 describes the comparison of the three methods, which helps to answer the questions introduced earlier; Section 4 introduces the new query search method for Gnutella; the results and testing are given in Section 5, whilst Section 6 presents the conclusion and suggestions for future work.
Background and Literature Review
The aim of this paper is centred on identifying the challenges that still exist in Gnutella P2P query methods. There are many studies concerned with improving the Gnutella network: in 2003, researchers Tsungnan and Hsinping concluded that the Flooding algorithm generates the best performance in terms of Search Responsiveness, but its Query Efficiency is low due to a huge number of redundant messages. The Random Walk algorithm enjoys high query efficiency, but nonetheless suffers from low search responsiveness [14] . From other points, the study concludes that one of the advantages of Random Walk over Flooding in unstructured overlays is that the former provides more precise control over the number of overlay nodes visited to satisfy a query. [15] However, this study differs significantly from past works, both in purpose and detail. The researchers used an existing Gnutella code to analyse the current query methods in order to assess their overall ability to satisfy the file search requirements. Then, based on the results, the researchers developed an improved query method with a small number of failures and a minimum number of hops.
The study started by examining the Gnutella code [3] , with the reason behind using this source owing to the fact that it is open source and written in Java programming language, which is the preference amongst researchers.
Comparison of Gnutella Methods
A good search method must have a small number of failures and a minimum number of hops. This section provides a comparison of three Gnutella methods, namely Flood, Random Walk and Random Walk with Neighbours Table, using an existing Gnutella open source code to determine the value of each search method.
The comparison has garnered the results of counting the average hops and the number of failures for each of the three methods. The goal of analysing these methods is centred on answering the questions posed earlier in Section 1: Which has the least average hops and/or number of failures, and which has the highest? Moreover, what is the impact of expanding the network on the success of the query?
Answering these questions will prove pivotal in evaluating the search quality of each of the three Gnutella algorithms.
The study focuses on calculating the number of failures and the average hops resulting from 10,000 runs in an overlay of 10,000-100,000 nodes, taking into account the average of all runs. Some of the values have been fixed in an effort to establish accurate results. The maximum number of neighbours is 10; the number of files is 9,000 (with a maximum number for each node between 5 and 50). The rest of this section highlights the advantages and disadvantages associated with each of the three methods discussed as follows.
Flooding Algorithm
Flooding distributes the file across every graph in a network. The following steps depict how this algorithm works: 1. One of the nodes requests a file.
2. Each node works as a sender and receiver, except in the case of the first node.
3. Each node attempts to send all messages to all its neighbours, with the exception of the source of the message. Therefore, at the very end, the querying node will receive its requested file, as seen in Figure 1 The benefits of this algorithm are: if the packet can be delivered, it will be. Since flooding uses all existing paths, it also uses the shortest path. Flooding is easy to implement [4] . However, Flooding Algorithm is costly since it wastes bandwidth. The message supposed to arrive at one specific node but instead it sent to all nodes [4] . In addition, duplicated deliveries may occur, which could drive the algorithm to infinite loop unless certain precautions are taken. 
return -100 //fail to found the file }
Random Walk Algorithm
The Random Walk Algorithm is a popular alternative to Flooding. It distributes the file to a Random walker, which chooses a random node to walk to. It is considered the best choice in applications for statistics, Physics and Artificial Intelligent (Bayesian Inference). It is also referred to as Markov Chain [16] .
Figure 2. Illustrate Random Walk algorithm
This Algorithm is explained in Figure 2 , with the help of the following steps: 1. The querying node sends the number of queries to a randomly selected neighbour. Each one of these queries is referred to as Random walker.
2. Each Random walker has a hop count (in this study, its value is 7). When a node receives a random walker, it searches for the requested file in the node file list. If the file is not found, the node checks the hop count. If the hop count=>0, it decrements by one and forwards the query to a randomly chosen neighbour. If count=0, the query is not forwarded. On the other hand, if the file is found, the query is not forwarded and a reply is sent to the querying node. Random Walk algorithm is equally successful to ordinary Flooding. If the file is nearby, it can be considered less costly than Flooding [17] [18] . It does not require any topology information; P2P network does not have any topology network [18] . The performance of the Random walk depends on choosing the parameters of the Random walk (the number of queries and hop counts). The popularity of a resource is required for the parameters selection module to set their values. The number of requests here is fewer than in an ordinary Random Walk [17] .
After all, Random Walk Algorithm has several problems. If the file is not found, more messages are generated than in the case of Flooding [18] . Each random walker needs a time allowance to live or hop count; otherwise, duplicated deliveries could occur. Choosing low values for parameters for searching a file with a low popularity estimate would result in a low success rate and high delays, whilst choosing high values of parameters for searching a file with a high popularity estimate would result in excessive overhead [17] [18] .
Random Walk with Neighbours Table Algorithm
This is similar to ordinary Random walk; in this method, the querying node checks to determine whether its neighbours' list of files has the desired query within them. If so, that neighbour is walked to if it is not randomly chosen.
As shown in Figure 3 , the algorithm works as follows: 1. The method will begin by examining the querying node's list of neighbours. It searches for the requested file in each neighbour's list of files. If the file is found in the file list of any neighbour, the method walks directly to the neighbour. If the file is not found on any list, a neighbour is randomly chosen, and the method completes another search for the file in the neighbour's list.
2. Each one of the randomly generated has a hop count (in this code, its value is 7). When this node receives the request, it searches for the requested file in this node's list of files. If the file is not found, the node checks the hop count. If hop count=>0, it decrements by one and forwards the query to another randomly chosen neighbour. If count=0, the query is not forwarded. On the other hand, if the file is found, the method walks directly to that neighbour.
There are many advantages of this algorithm. If the requested file is nearby, the method is considered less costly, even when compared with Ordinary Random Walk. It does not require any topology information; P2P networks do not require any [19] [20] .
However, there are limitations to the algorithm: for example, if the file is not found, more messages are generated. Each random move requires TTL or hop count; otherwise, duplicated deliveries could occur [19] [20] . 
Results of Analysing Gnutella Methods
In general, the results of the analysis show that number of failures is the least in Flooding compared to Random Walk and Random walk with Neighbours Table. Although Flooding has the lowest number of failures (strength), as shown in Table 1 and described in Figure 4 , at the same time, it also has the highest average of hops (weaknesses). Random Walk shows the lowest average hops (strength) and a moderate value for the number of failures, as mentioned in Table 2 and Figure 5 . The results of the Random Walk with Neighbours Table do 
Design New Search Query Method
This paper proposes a new search query method. The so-called Random Walk with Jumps is a popular alternative to Flooding. This algorithm can be considered a Random Walk search algorithm in which the random walk makes jumps. The expected jump length is randomly walked (see Figure 6 ). The querying node sends the number of queries to a randomly selected neighbour. It then chooses a random length to jump. If the jump length=>0, it passes to another random neighbour and decrements the length by one. If jump=0, it stops passing and searches for the file in the current node. This step then is considered a Single Random Walk. Each Random walker has a hop count (in this code, its value is 7). When a node receives a Random walker, it searches for the requested file in the node file list. If the file is not found, the node checks the hop count. If hop count=>0, it decrements by one and forwards the query to a randomly chosen neighbour, and accordingly performs another random walk. If count=0, the query is not forwarded.
On the other hand, if the file is found, the query is not forwarded and a reply is sent to the querying node.
Advantages
 As successful as an ordinary Random walk.  The jumps reduce focus on a specific area. This advantage provides the ability to cover different areas of node locations and, subsequently, speeds up the search and accordingly reduces network capacity [5] .  If the file is on a remote area, the new method can be considered less costly than Random walk [5] .  The method reduces the number of requesting messages, even if there are no files in the graph. The number of requests is smaller than in the ordinary Random Walk [5] .
Problems
As with the Random Walk, if low values were chosen for parameters, searching for a file with low popularity estimate would result in a low success rate and high delays, whilst choosing high values of parameters to search with high popularity estimates would result in excessive overheads [5] .
Code Description
The code below starts with a conditional statement that allows the querying node to check whether there are neighbours in the graph. If the nodes do not have any neighbours, this means the jump is a fail; the value of fail then would change to true. The search will check different cases: it will check whether the file is found, and then will return the current node ID if it is. It will also check whether the hop count is already 3; if it is, it will return -1 (small because the graph does not have huge dimensions). If there are neighbours and the jump does not fail, the search will again return to the function. If the case is not one of these, it returns -100, which means fail, and the number of failures increases by 1. 
Testing and Results
In general, the findings indicate that the value of average hops is approximately 2. In addition, the number of failures is between (1500< #of failures<4500) for 10,000 test times. The number of failures decreased when the number of nodes increased in all four algorithms because the number of files is fixed whilst the number of nodes is variable. Wherefore, the probability of finding the file increased in 100,000 nodes more than 10,000 of them.
As it can be seen in Table 3 and Figure 7 , the Random Walk with Jumps algorithm has the best score in average hops as it jumps first then asks for a specific file, meaning it searches a wide area. The number of failures is not as minimised as in Flooding because Flood sends the query for all the nodes. However, Random Walk with Jumps is better than the Random Walk and Random Walk with Neighbours Table (see Table 3 , Figure 7 ). Thus, this method beats the best values in the three methods, which are the number of failures as Flooding and average hop as Random Walk and Random Walk with Neighbours Table. The following results are for the number of nodes between 10,000 and 100,000. Social life, which has promoted the success of the Gnutella network, might change, causing the network to fade. However, P2P is recognised as one of those rare things that, quite simply, are too good to go away. The open architecture, achieved scale and selforganising structure of the Gnutella network make it an interesting P2P architecture for examination [9] . The measurement and analysis techniques used here also can be used for most P2P systems in order to enhance general understanding of the design.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper analysed the Gnutella network in an effort to study its current methods. The study then compared three of the methods, namely Random Walk, Flooding and Random Walk with Neighbours Table, in an effort to identify which has the least average hops and/or number of failures and which has the highest. Subsequently, the paper proposed a new query search method, known as Random Walk with Jumps. The new method has proven to be a much better approach with a small number of failures and a minimum number of hops.
There is a potential direction for future study, which is centred on improving the new method to achieve a fewer number of failures. 
